BUILDING AGREEMENT
LOCAL 158 – OPERATING ENGINEERS
DISTRICT 832
CLASSIFICATIONS – 2012 – 2015
CRANES, Cable and Hydraulic, Climbing and Tower:
Cranes (1) -- Up to and including 25 ton capacity hydraulic cranes; all boom trucks
Cranes (2) -- From 26 ton capacity up to and including 250 ton capacity hydraulic and lattice boom cranes
Cranes (3) -- 251 ton capacity and over hydraulic and lattice boom cranes
Cranes (4) -- All other tower cranes (when need to climb up) including mobile self-erecting (Potain and
similar type)
CLASSIFICATION 1:
Air Tugger
All terrain telescoping
material handler
Clamshell, Dragline,
Shovel and similar
machines over threeeighths
cu.yd. capacity
(Fact. rating);Carrier
mounted backhoes
that swing 360 degrees
Big Generator Plant
Hoist (on steel
erection)
Bridge Crane (all
types)
Cableway
Caisson auger and
similar type machine
Crane
Derrick
Dredge
Excavator all purpose
hydraulically operated
Forklift (with Factory
rating of Fifteen ft. or
more of lift)
Hoist (on steel
erection)
Hydraulic/Krupp Drill
Type
Mucking Machines
Remote controlled
excavator with
attachments (Brokk
type or similar)
Ross Carrier (and
similar type)
Three-Drum Hoist
(when all three drums
are in use)
CLASSIFICATION 2:
A-Frame Truck
Backfilling Machine
Backhoe -tractor
mounted
Barber Green and
similar type machines
Belt Crete and similar

type machines
Bituminous spreading
machine 3/8 yd.
capacity or
less(Factory Rating)
Bulldozer
Carry-all type scraper
Compressors: Four (4)
not to exceed 2000
CFM combined
capacity; or three (3) or
less with more
than1200 CFM but not
to exceed 2000 CFM
Concrete Mixer
Concrete Placer
Concrete Pump
Dinky Locomotives (all
types)
Elevating Grader
Elevator
Fine Grade and Finish
Rollers
Fine Grade Machines
(all kinds)
Forklift with Factory
rating of less than
fifteen(15) feet of lift
Front End Loader
Gunite Pumping
Machine
High Pressure Boiler
Hoist (1 or 2 drums)
Maintenance Engineer
(Mechanic)
Mechanical Slurry
Machine (all kinds)
Mega Mixers and
similar type machines
Motor Grader
Post Hole Digger
Pumps (regardless of
motive power) no more
than four (4) in number
not to exceed twenty
(20) inches in total
capacity
Shot Crete Pumping
Machine
Side Boom Tractor
Skid Steer Loader with

attachments
Stone Crusher T
ournadozer and similar
types T
ournapull and similar
types
Trenching Machines
Welder
Well Drill
WellPoint System
EXCEPTION: Single
electric pumps up to
and including four (4)
inches need not be
manned.
CLASSIFICATION 3:
Any combination (Not
to exceed three (3)
pieces of equipment)
Compressors ¬three
(3) or less, or not to
exceed 1200 CFM
combined capacity
Fireman
Longitudinal Float
-35Mechanical Heater
Pumps (regardless of
motive power) No
more than three (3) in
number, not to exceed
twelve (12) inches total
capacity
Roller (Fill and Grade)
Rubber Tired Tractor
Welding Machine or
Mechanical Conveyor
(over 12ft. in length)
EXCEPTION: Single
gasoline driven
welding
machine up to
300amps need not be
manned.
CLASSIFICATION 4:
Junior Engineer/Oilers

*for specific questions on manning requirements or classifications, please contact the district office or business
representative.

